Impact of amorphization and GI physiology on supersaturation and precipitation of poorly soluble weakly basic drugs using a small-scale in vitro transfer model.
Formulation of amorphous solid dispersions (ASD) is one possibility to improve poor aqueous drug solubility by creating supersaturation. In case of weakly basic drugs like ketoconazole (KTZ), supersaturation can also be generated during the gastrointestinal (GI) transfer from the stomach to the intestine due to pH-dependent solubility. In both cases, the supersaturation during dissolution can be stabilized by polymeric precipitation inhibitors. A small-scale GI transfer model was used to compare the dissolution performance of ASD versus crystalline KTZ with the polymeric precipitation inhibitor HPMCAS. Similar in vitro AUCs were found for the transfer from SGF pH2 into FaSSIF. Moreover, the impact of variability in gastric pH on drug dissolution was assessed. Here, the ASD performed significantly better at a simulated hypochlorhydric gastric pHof 4. Last, the importance of drug-polymer interactions for precipitation inhibition was evaluated. HPMCAS HF and LF grades with and without the basic polymer Eudragit EPO were used. However, EPO caused a faster precipitation probably due to competition for the interaction sites between KTZ and HPMCAS. Thus, the results are suited to assess the benefits of amorphous formulations vs. precipitation inhibitors under different gastrointestinal conditions to optimize the design of such drug delivery systems.